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Abstract 

The operational quasi-geostrophic three-parameter model developed 
by Dr. L. Bengtsson for the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute has been linked with the optimized multi-layer hydrodynami
cal-numerical model based on the work of Professor W. Hansen at the 
University of Hamburg, Germany for use in the study of the wind and 
tide driven circulation along the southern Alaskan coast, sponsored 
by the Outer Continental Shelf Energy Progranvne (BLM/NOAA). 

The Bengtsson forecast model was used to increase the resulution 
of the surface pressure field to a 74.08 km grid in an area where the 
coastal elevations are a major determining factor. The initial states 
and the variable boundaries were prescribed for the Bengtsson model 
by extracting data from the Fleet Numerical Weather Central (FNWC) 
archived files for two storm periods in June and November, 1973. 

This document describes the programs and procedures used to link 
the FNWC fields to the Bengtsson model and the Bengts90n model to the 
ftrdrodynamical-Numerical (HN) model, and provides supplemental infor
mation for the Bengtsson and HN models described fully in references 
(1) and (2). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report describes the linking of the Naval Environmental 

Prediction Research Facility (NEPRF) version of the Bengtsson three 

parameter quasi-geostrophic atmospheric (AT) model for limited area 

forecasting and the NEPRF Optimized version of the Hydrodynamical-
.. 

Numerical (HN) model for use in the Gulf of Alaska. 

The AT model has been tested in a hindcast mode using initial 

. and variable boundary conditions computed from the northern hemi7 

sphere 63x63 polar stereographic Fleet Numerical Weather Central 

(FNWC) grids. The AT model was used to compute the surface winds 

over the Gulf of Alaska at 6 hour intervals in a 74.08 kilmeter 

grid for two periods beginning 1 June and 17 November 1973. The wind 

fields were converted to the smaller HN model area grids with grid 

spaces of 14.816 kilometers by extracting and reanalyzing the relat-

ive wind U and V components and then interpolating them to one hour 

intervals. Winds were introduced into the HN models after a six 

hour initialization period and updated each hour. 

1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE AT-HN MODEL LINKAGE 

There are three separate programs in the existing linkage be-

tween the models. Two of these, the grid preparation and data ex-

traction programs, were written for the NEPRF CDC 3100 computer and 

are used to prepare FNWC 63x63 data for input into the AT field 

analysis program. The third program in the linkage started as the 

field analysis program on the CDC 3100 but was later converted to 

a dual function program on the CDC 6500. The field analysis program 
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analyzes the FNWC grid values into AT fields and also analyzes the 

AT generated wind component fields into the smaller HN grids. 

Figure 1 shows the program sequencing. Program ANOMALY calculates 

the M,N coordinates for each polar stereographic I,J grid point in a 

specified range of I and J points and punches the I,J and HN M,N grid 

values on cards. Progra~m COAMDAT reads a tape containing FNWC 63x63 -
fields, extracts an I,J value from each field for each coordinate card 

in its input deck and generates the COAM tape containing values at 

I,J points with their HN M,N coordinates. The COAM tape is read by 

the ATANAL program which analyzes the FNWC values into the AT fields. 

The AT model in turn generates a ,wind component tape which is processed 

by ATANAL into the coastal grid HN wind fields. 

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF GRID CONVENTIONS 

One of the confusing factors in de?~ing with the programs in this 

sequence arises because each program borrowed code from a different 

source and these elements do not have cornmon grid conventions. Figure 

2 is presented to reduce the confusion. The arrows within the grid in-

dicate the sequence in which the elements are stored in the' arrays and 

show the array limits and principal indices. 

To further complicate the matter there are actually four different 

HN grids involved. The original AT model grid w~s developed as a 

compromise grid for both the AT and HN models. Although the 74.08 kilo-

meter HN model was not used the input and output tapes for and from the 

AT model are formatted in terms of the 74.08 kilometer HN model. The 

three HN models that are a part of the BLM Gulf of Alaska project all 
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(NE,1) 

74.08 Kilometer 

[/1/1 HN grid (N,l) 
Rotation = 1800 
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• ----. ---- -----_.1. 
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Arrows show order of data storage in a single dimensioned array. 

Figure 2. Grid conventions 
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have 14.816 kilometer grids. To distinguish between the HN models 

the 74.08 kilometer grid will be assumed unless the area is also 

specified. 

Programs ANOMALY and COAMDAT both use HN grid M,N coordinates. 

FNWC 63x63 grid points in the programs are in FNWC standard I,J nota

tion. The HN convention is for the upper left corner of the grid to 

be identified as (1,1) with the row index varying faster. However, 

the 74.08 kilometer·HN grid was rotated 180 0 ~o that (1,1) is in the 

southeast corner. 

The HN grid convention indices are used on all tapes in the link

age. The input sections of the ATANAL and AT programs convert from the 

HN coordinate sequence to the indices used in the models. The output 

sections of these programs restore the local indices to the HN grid 

conventions. In the case of ATANAL when the wind fields are being 

processed the outputted fields match the HN grids for the three coastal 

areas. 

Within the ATANAL program the row index varies faster and the 

origin is in the southwest corner. The AT model has the same origin as 

the ATANAL program but the column index varies faster. 

All three coastal grids are rotated HN grids. The east coastal grid 

is rotated counterclockwise 309 0 with the northern corner as the origin. 

The western and central grids are rotated 39 0 so their western corners 

are their origin. 

1.2.1 Description of the 74.08 Kilometer Grid 

The 74.08 kilometer grid is defined by tnb base lines 40 0 North 

and center line 143.86333333 0 West, which corresponds to row 1 and column 
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TABLE 1 

HN Grid Relationships 

HN HN Western HN Central HN Eastern 

Model Number 1000 100 70 1 

Grid Length 74.08 14.816 14.816 14.816 .. 
(Kilometers) 

Rotation Angle 180 39 39 309 

No. Rows 32 27 32 18 

No. Columns 47 60 50 40 
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24, as shoWn in Figure 3. The distance between rows is 2/3 0 lati-

tude (74.08 kilometers) and columns are spaced at 2/3 0 of latitude 

intervals measured out from the center line. This grid preserves 

distance measurements but distorts angles at the edge of the grid. 

This distortion was not considered important • 

.. 
1.2.2 Description of the Coastal Grids 

The coastal grids have grid lengths of 14.816 kilometers and 

. overlap. The specifications for the grids are given in Table 1 and 

are shown in Figures 4 through 6. 

1.3 TAPE FORMATS 

There are three tape formats involved in the sequence. The 

first is an extract of FNWC 63x63 fields. The second is the COAM 

tape and the third is the HN format tapes. All tapes are recorded 

at 556 BPI in 7 tracks, in binary mode, as a single file. 

1.3.1 FNWC 63x63 Field Tapes 

The field format on the FNWC tapes is described in the FNWC 

User Guide (6). The fields required by the AT model in order for a 

date-time group set are: the sea temperature (TSEA), the 1000 mb. pres-

sure level (01000), the 500 mb pressure level (0500), the 300 mb pres-

sure level (0300) and the dew point depression (TP850). 

1.3.2 The COAM Tape 

The COAM tape format is shown in Figure 7. The file contains 

reocrds which are all identical in length but the length may vary 
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556 BPI 
Odd parity 
~8 bit logical record blocked so that there is 1 field in each 
physical record. 
1 file on each tape 

For Gulf of Alaska grid there are 75 logical records per physical 
record. 

T SEA N*lO I M*lO I Val*lOO 

12 12 24 

01000 I Val*lOOOO 

#2 et9 
bits 

o 500 I Val*10000 ~ 
~~~~.~----~--------------~_/ 

o 300 I Val*lOOOO ~ 
~----~.------~------------~~/ 

TP 850 I Val*100 I"'\. 

All fields are binary integers 

o = N = NE+l 

o = M = ME+l 

Val ,maybe + or - Final Val = Val * Scale + offset 
II " T SEA .01 .0 °c 

01000 .0001 Ill. Z height Meters 
o 500 • 0001 5574 • .. 
o 300 .0001 9164. II 

TP 850 .01 .0 , 

Figure 7. COAM format 
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depending on the number of coordinate cards in the COAMDAT deck. The 

file consists of a single record for each FNWC field processed and is 

composed of 48 bit fields with the M,N coordinate and the value in 

two 12 and ' one 24 bit field. All fields represent scaled integers. 

The coordinate fields are always positive but the value field may be 

poaitive or negative. The COAM tape presently serves as a bridge be

tween the 24 bit CDC 3100 computer and the 60 bit CDC 6500 computer. 

1.3.3 HN Tape Format 

The HN tape has records which are of variable length from 144 bits 

to 30000 bits with a fixed length header of 120 bits. The header 

bits, as shown in Figure 8, are divided into 24 and l2-bit fields. All 

values in the header are positive binary integers. The header is 

followed by from 1 to 1245, 24-bi t fields. These data fields 'contained 

scaled integers which may be positive or negative. Negative numbers 

are expressed in CDC lis complement (in octal (B):OOOlB=l, OOOOB=O, 

7777B=-0, 7776B=-1). 

A logical record will require more than one physical record if 

the grid contains more than 1245 values. Any number of physical records 

can make up a logical record but no logical records share a physical 

record. Records with type numbers less than 6 are assumed to be grouped 

logical records with 3 logical records per group. In grouped records, 

since all logical records have identical headings, the Z logical record 

must be , first followed by the U and then the V logical record. 

Logical records are ordered on the tape in ascending type sequence 

wi thin the time '::j'r.ou,? 
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TIME 
in 

seconds 

24 

LAYER 
or 

LEVEL 

24 

Layer or 
Level 

o 

o 

1000 

500 

300 

o 

HEADER FORMAT 

TYPE * ROWS eOLS MODEL 
NO. 

24 12 12 24 

Type 

1
12 = sumbolic HTZ, depth HTU and HTV 

= water height Z, U and V vectors 

8 Wind component U and V 

11 TSEA 

12 01000 

12 0500 

12 0300 

14 TPS50 

*types 1-7 reserved for grouped records (Z,U,V) 

Value = tape field integer/scale 

Figure S. HN tape format 
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No of bits 

Scaling 

*10 
*1000 

*10 

*10 

*10000 

*10000 

*10000 

*10 



Type 8 records are reserved fo~ wind components and are paired 

with the U component field foll~wed by the V component field. , 
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2. HINDCAST DATA PREPARATION 
" .. " 

The two sets of hindcast data selected for this trial effort 

consist of two storm periods in the Gulf of Alaska from 1-7 June 

1973 and 17-23 November 1973. The FNWC 63x63 fields for these periods 

at 0000 and 1200 GMT were processed through the sequence into the HN 
.. 

format tape for input to the AT model. The AT model runs were started 

at 0000, 1 July 1973 and 0000 17 November 1973, using as the initial 

state the analyzed grid obtained from the ~NWC values. The edge values . 

for variable boundary conditions were interpolated between the 12 hour 

pressure fields for each time step. The TSEA and TP850 were not con-

sidered in the variable boundary conditions. 

The AT model was run out to 36 hours saving the wind component 

fields at 6 hour intervals in HN format. The wind components were 

then analyzed into the coastal grids at 6 hbur intervals and linearly 

interpolated into 1 hour fields for input to the coastal HN models 

starting at 6 hours. 
. 

The three linking programs required to prepare the hindcast 

data are described in this section. The AT model and HN model instruc-

tions are described in the following sections of this report. 

2.i GENERAL PROGRAM NOTES 

All programs are written in FORTRAN and could be modified to run 

on other configurations by revising the relatively small sections in-
o 

volving· input and output activities that are computer word size 

dependent. Th~ 'general description of the programs, the grid convention 
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and the tape formats has already been given in section 1 of this 

report. This secti~n contains the run instructions, program organ

ization, methods and variable description. 

After" the conversion of the analysis program from the CDC 3100 to 

the CDC 6500 computer was completed, the need for separating the grid 

ca~ulation, data extraction steps and data analysis steps disappeared, 

but in the present research effort there was nothing to be gained by 

converting and combining the functions of the grid preparation and ex

traction procedures with the input phase of the AT field generation. 

Consequently, streamlining of procedures will have to await a new ap

plication. 

2.2 PROGRAM ANOMALY 

Program ANOMALY was borrowed from another project and was modi

fied to compute the HN grid values from the FNWC I,J latitude 

longitude coordinates. The program produces both a listing and a 

deck of coordinate cards. 

The relevant part of program ANOMALY consists of the main program 

ANOMALY, routines IJTOLL and TOLL. 

2.2.1 Run Instructions 

To run program ANOMALY the user must determine the FNWC I,J 

grid window containing the area to be extracted. When choosing the 

I,J minimum and maximum values the user 'should be sure to include 

the I,J points that lie within one grid cell interval outside the final 

grid to be useu ~y the AT model. Values in this band outside the grid 

17 



row and column are used to determine the boundary values in the final 

grid and to minimize the distortion on the edge caused by relaxation 

in the ATANAL program. 

The I,J limits are used as limits on loops 999 in program 

ANOMALY. The parameters given in the call to TOST (an initialization 

entfY for TOLL) specifies the base line latitude, the center line 

longitude, the HN grid row number for the base latitude and the HN 

grid column number for the center line. The spacing is set in routine 

TOLL. 

This program punches extra cards that are outside the final grid 

by more than one row and column. These cards are discarded. 

2.2.2 Routine Descriptions 

ANOMALY 

This is the main program. It calls routine TOLL twice: once 

through entry TOST to start the calculations and once for each co

ordinate point through entry TOMN to get the HN M,N coordinates for 

a latitude longitude pair. The routine calls IJTOLL once each for 

each coordinate point to convert from FNWC I,J coordinate indices to 

latitude longtidue. The routine lists the coordinates and punches 

coordinate cards for use in program COAMDAT. 

IJTOLL 

This routine is given an I,J index in the FNWC northern hemi

sphere polar stereographic grid and then it returns the latitude 

longitude coordinates in degrees. 

18 



"l'OLL 

Thi. routin~ computes the HN grid M,N index for the Gulf of 

Alaska grid. It is not a general purpose routine in the normal sense, 

since the indices are computed directly for the HN grid rotated 180°. 

The routine requires an initial call giving the correspondence between 

latitude-longitude base and center lines and the N,M grid numbers • .. 
In the Gulf of Alaska grid these are 40 0 N=row 1, l43.863333=column 24. 

In successive calls to TOMN the routine computes the M,N coordinates 

using the method described in Bowditch (3) to compute distance along a 

latitude line. 

2.2.3 Variables 

I,J 

XLAT,YLONG 

XN,YM 

N,M 

Xl 
Yl 

2.3 PROGRAM COAMOAT 

FNWC Northern Hemisphere polar stereo
graphic grid indices 

Latitude and longitude of an FNWC grid 
point 

HN grid indices 

Scaled HN grid values=XN*lO,YM*lO 

Factors to compute distances between 
longtiudes from ' Bowditch (3). 

Program COAMDAT was written to extract the required I,J values 

from the tape containing FWNC 63x63 fields using a preexisting standard 

NEPRF subroutine, READ63. The program as it presently exists processes 

the PS and 0850 fields which are not needed by the AT model. This 
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routine is not a general purpose ~outine since it will require code 

modification to change areas from the Gulf of Alaska HN grid to any 

other grid. 

2.3.1 Run Instructions 
l ,_ 

The program requires card input on the standard input unit, the 

FNWC 63x63 fields on logical unit 1 and the output COAM tape on 

logical unit 2. 

The data used to locate the field on the FNWC tape is computed 

as follows: 

Year 

Month 

Day 

Hour 

Set into XI 

Computed into XJ using loop 500 

Computed into XK using loop 400 with 
limits given in the data statement 
to KD and KE 

Computed into XL using loop 300 

The fields extracted are given in the data statement using vari-

abIes NAME, ITAU and ISK and are controlled by loop 200. 

The program is set to extract the 75 I,J points in the Gulf of 

Alaska HN grid. The coordinate cards produced by program ANOMALY are 

read in loop 10. The points are selected out of the FNWC field in loop 

100, are buffered out to unit 2 and are printed with format 1220. All 
. 

of these coordinate related operations have fixed indexing for 75 

points. 
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2.3.2 Routine Description 

COAMDAT 

This routine is described by the run instructions. 

READ63 

This routine is a standard NEPRF CDC 3100 subroutine to 

read FNWC 63x63 fields. 

2.3.3 Variables 

A 

IA 

B 

FNWC 63x63 field 

Double subscript array equal in length to 
the floating point array B. Used to store 
values in the lower 24 bits and the pre
pared coordinates in the upper 24 bits of 
the B array. (On the CDC 3100 integers are 
24 bits; floating point values are 48 bits). 
Note: In the Gulf of Alaska grid IA is over
laying part of the A array that is not ref
erenced • 

. output array of ' M,N and value logical records. 

other relevant variables are given in the run instructions. 

2.4 PROGRAM ATANAL 

Program ATANAL is the program in the linkage that converts fields 

from one grid to another. It is used both before and after the AT 

model is the sequence. The program consists of a main program ATANAL 

and the subroutines FLDANL, READIN, OUTPUT, PRTMAE, INFLD, TIMINT 

and XMIT. 

2.4.1 Run Instructions 

The program uses stored input for the control cards desc~ibed 
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. " 

below. It uses ECS to store the wind component fields where time 

interpolation is required between the 6 hour fields. The program uses 

logical unit 1 for the input tape which is either the COAM tape or the 

HN grid tape generated by the AT model. The program writes the fields 

generated on logical unit 5. No provisions are made to preposition the 

ta~es within the program, but this can be accomplished with standard CDC 

Scope control cards. 

There are two separate control cards. Only the grid card is re-

quired to run the program in the mode to convert from the FNWC grid 

values to the HN grid. Both the grid and the transform card are re

quired to convert from the HN grid wind component fields to the coastal 

HN grids. 

Grid Card 

The grid card specifies the grid and analysis constants required 

on output. 

Col Variable Format(6I5,4FlO.3) 

1-5 IGRID Type of grid process 
0= convert from FNWC I,J values to 

HN grid 
l=convert wind components in HN 

grid to coastal HN grid 

6-10 NPASS Number of iterations allowed in 
the relaxation 

11-15 NE Number of rows 

16-20 ME Number of colwnns 

21-25 IDBG Debugging option 
O=no debug printouts, l=debug 

26-30 MODEL Model number to be used on the 
output tape 
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31-40 P1 Smoothing parameter 

41-50 EPS Convergence tolerance for re-
laxation 

51-60 ZLMBD4 Convergence factor/4 for re-
laxation 

Transform Card 

The transform card is used to specify the grid dimension of the 

kN grid being inputted, the scaling and rotation factors and the in-

terva1 between output fields. 

Col 

1-5 NEI 

6-10 MEl 

11-20 ITINT 

21-25 YOF 
26-30 XOF 

31-39 ROTIN 

36-40 YC 
41-45 XC 

46-50 ROTOUT 

51-60 OLDGRDL 

61-70 GlU>LENN 

Format(2I5,IlO,6F5.0,2F10.0) 

Number of rows in input grid 

Number of columns in input grid 

Interval between output fields 
If=O no time interpolation is 
performed and only 10 words of 
ECS are used by the program 

Row index I Point of rotation in 
Colunm index the input grid co

ordinates· 

Rotation of input HN grid 

Row index I Point of rotation in 
Column index output grid coor

dinates· 

Rotation of output grid 

Grid length of input grid 

Grid length of output grid 

*Rotation ang]~3 are specified as counter-clockwise angles in degrees 
from North to ~he +Y axis. 
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2.4.2 Routine Description 

ATANAL 

This is the main program where the control cards are read and 

printed. If the program is processing FNWC data into the HN grid, 

the program assigns the time and type on the basis of COAM tape posi

tion. The COAM data are read by routine READIN. ~fuen the program is 

converting from one HN grid to another the data are read by routine 

INFLD. In both cases the data are placed in the DATA array containing 

values identified by the output grid coordinates. 

Array DATA is passed to routine FLDANL where the data are placed 

at the grid points using a weight based on distance, are interpolated 

to obtain a guess field, are relaxed and finally smoothed. 

The result field is returned in array GUESS, which is printed and 

then placed on the output tape together with any preceeding time inter

polated field by routines PRTMAE and OUTPUT. 

FLDANL 

This routine uses a modified FNWC field analysis technique with no 

guess field and no error checking. The data values are weighted by 

distance from a grid point and are applied to any grid point within a 

circle of grid unit radius. Input values within one grid unit outside 

the final grid are permitted. 

To reduce the time required to relax the field after all data points 

are placed in the grid, guess values are computed at the no data inter

section using a normalized squared distance weighted to the neighboring 
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observed data points in the row and column. 

The relaxation procedure is then applied to the field allowing 

the Laplacian to be recomputed during each iteration until the resid

ual is less than the tolerance specified. 

When the smoothing factor is specified (not zero) the field is 

smoothed using a 4 point smoother. In this smoother the points out

side the border are given the value at the border. 

INFLD 

This routine reads an HN tape containing wind components and 

translates the coordinates based on the values given on the transform 

card. Values on the input tape that lie more than a grid length out

side the final output grid are discarded. Other values are stored in 

array DATA. 

This routine does not check the model or grid size of the in

put field. If the grid size does not match the NEI, NEI values given 

on the transform card all data and index returned will be incorrect. 

PRTMAE 

This routine prints out the final field. The indices are in 

the ATANAL grid not the HN grid. The origin for the ATANAL grid is 

the lower left corner. In the case of the FNWC to HN grid transla-

tion the READIN routine places the data in the ATANAL grid so that 

the grid is printed geographically correct with North at the top and 

East to the right. Because of this convention in the HN to HN grid con

version, the coastal HN grid are printed with grid position 1,1 in tha 

lower right hand corner. 
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READ IN 

This routine reads the COAM tape and places the coordinates and 

values in the DATA array. ~his read in process is dependent on the 

COAM tape being in the proper sequence. 

This routine stores and reads the wind component fields to and 

from ECS and interpolates fields at the interval specified on the 

transform card. 

XMIT 

This routine transfers data from one array to another. The from 

array (or element) is the first parameter. The to array is the second 

parameter. The number of words to transfer is the third. The in-

crement between words in the from array is next (0 is used if the from 

array is a single word). The last parameter is the increment between 

words being stored in the to array. 

2.4.3 Variables 

co 

D 

DATA 

EPS 

FA 

GRDLENN 

Cosine of the rotation angle between HN 
grids 

Array of 4 values containing the weighted 
contribution of an observation to the 4 
surrounding grid points 

Values to be passed to FLDANL 
(l,n)=Y coordinate in ATANAL coor-
(2,n)=X coordinate dinates 
(3,n)=value 

See grid card 

Array being placed on output tape 

See transform card 
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GUESS 

lA 

IB 

IBUF 

ICNT 

IDBG 

IGRID 

IK 

lREC 

IT 

ITIM 

ITINT 

ITNEW 

ITOLD 

ITY 

ITYP 

IW 

IWW 

J 

JA 

Work array for FLDANL containing final 
field 

Base address of array data is being 
transferred from 

Base address of array data in being 
placed in 

Tape input buffer 

Counter to match eDAM tape records with 
HN header data 

See grid card 

See grid card 

Page counter index 

Number of records read/written on tape 

Number of output tapes per input field 

Time of the output field 

See transform card 

Time of present field 

Time of oldest field 

Type code for the output field 

Array of ITY values used for field being 
processed for input to AT model 

Work array used to write HN fields 

Byte counter for 12 bit bytes in READIN. 
Word of the array being processed 

Index used to unpack 24 bit bytes from 
60 bit -words 

Index for incrementing base address of 
IA array between transfers 
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JB 

JJ 

JM 

JP 

K 

KA 

KB 

L 

LAYER 

LEN 

LEV 

LLM 

LLP 

Index for incrementing base address of 
IB between transfers 

Index to reverse the row index to a line 
number 

Index equal to (I,J-l) if inside the grid, 
otherwise set to (I,J) 

Index equal to (I,J+l) if inside the grid, 
otherwise set to (I,J) 

Unpacked integer quantity from a for HN 
tape. Column index in PRTMAE 

Index used in XMIT for the next value to 
be transferred 

Index used in XMIT £or the next value to 
be stored 

Squared distance from KM to the point being 
interpolated 

Squared distance from KP to the point being 
interpolated 

Index of the last grid point influenced by 
an observed value in the colomn 

Index to the next grid point influenced by 
an observed value in the c~lumn 

Length of the COAM tape record 

Layer number for output field 

Number of words in tape buffer IBUF 

Array of layer numbers used in HN headers 

Squared distance from LM to the point being 
interpolated 

Squared distance from LP to the point being 
interpolated 
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LM 

LP 

M 

MAXOBS 

ME 

MEl 

ME' 

ML 

MMF 

MN 

MODEL 

Ml2 

M24 

N 

NAME 

NCNT 

NE 

NECS 

NEI 

NEW 

Index to the last grid point influenced 
by an observed value in the row 

Index to the next grid point influenced 
by an observed value in the row 

Used in some subroutines in place of ME 

Size of the DATA array 

See grid card 

See transform card 

First column to be printed on page 

Last column to be printed on page 

Index offset for first column to be printed 
on the page 

Number of words in input field 

See grid card 

12 bit mask used to format HN tapes 

24 bit mask uEed to format HN tapes 

Used in some subroutines in place of NE 
Date-time group increment switch in ATANAL 
Index for DATA array in READIN 
Number of transfers in xMIT 

Title for matrix printout 

Number of field being written to ECS 

See grid card 

Array in ECS for 4 fields (a U and a V 
component field for each time ITOLD and 
ITNEW) 

See transform card 

Field at ITNEW 
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NM 

NN 

NOBS 

NOP 

NPASS 

NW 

OFFSET 

OLD 

OLDGRDL 

Pl 

P2 

R 

RDIFF 

RMAX 

RTIME 

ROTATE 

ROTIN 

ROTOLD 

S 

sc 

Number of elements in output field , 

Index relating the HN tape output buffer 
t~ the ATANAL grid 

Number of values stored in DATA 

Number of pages required to print array 

See grid card 

Word being packed or unpacked in IW array 

Scale offset for integer values on HN 
tape 

Field at ITOLD 

See transform card 

See grid card 

(1.-Pl)/4. 

Array of 4 values containg weights for the 
4 grid points surrounding the observed value 

Sum of the squared distances passing the 
unit circle test 

Maximum change between iteration of the 
relaxation procedure 

Ratio of time to interpolate for intermedi
ate wind component fields 

Rotation angle between HN grids 

See transform card 

See transform card 

Sum of the squared distances in FLDANL 
Array "to be printed 

Ratio of grid scales=input grid size/ 
output grid size 
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SI 

w 

x 

xc 

XINC 

XINCl 

XLAP 

XMA 

XOF 

XS 

xx 

XZ 

Y 

YC 

YINC 

YINCl 

YJ 

YMA 

YOF 

sca1e f~ctor for integer values on HN 
tape 

S.ine of the rotation angle between HN 
grids 

Work array required by FLDANL-to weight 
the observed values. In other routines 
used as a buffer space 

Input grid index 

See transform card 

Fractional difference between XI 
and the truncated index I=XI 

l-XINC 

Coordinate of an observed value 

Contribution to the relaxation field in 
one iteration 

Number of column in the rotated array+l 

See transform card 

XINC*XINC 

Rotate grid coordinate 

XINC*XINCI 

Input grid coordinate 

See transform card 

Fractional difference between YJ and the 
truncated index J=YJ 

l-YINC 

Coordinate of an observed value 

l'lumber of rows in the rotated array+l 

See transform card 
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YS 

yy 

YZ 

ZLMBD4 

YINC·YINC 

Rotated grid coordinate 

Y1NC·YINCl 

See grid card 
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3. LIMITED AREA ATMOSPHERIC FORECAST MODEL 

The Bengtsson model (2) was adopted for this project to produce 

the local wind data. Since only minor changes have been made in the 

formulation of the model since 1974 this report will concentrate on 

the instructions to run the model and the way the model is organized 

and coded, all of which have changed considerably. 

Since 1974 the Bengtsson model has been almost completely re-

coded at NEPRF to eliminate options reported earlier that were not 

needed for this project or were no longer needed, to provide a link-

age with the FNWC fields through HN formatted tape, to generate and 

save the wind components, to change the formulation of the stream 

function, 'and to add experimental surface heating effects. 

3.1 SUMMARY OF CHANGES 

The polar stereographic grid used in the earlier model with the 

options to cut off the corners of the grid has been replaced by the 

equal distance grid, described in Section 1.2, which is always rectangu-

lar. 

The experimental optional terms in the vorticity equation have 

been reduced from 4 to 2 by eliminating the advection of vorticity by 

divergent winds and the product of relative vorticity and divergence. 

Since the model is being used in this project to forecast in a 

very small area that is nested within the hemispheric grid, the assump-

tion that there was no net inflow or outflow used in the stream function 
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computation has been discarded in favor of a much simpler numerical 

relationship between F and ~ given by ~c Zg/f. 

The linkages with the FNWC fields and the HN model using HN 

format t~pes through program ATANAL have been added using code 

borrowed from the HN model. 

The wind computation routine added to compute the surface winds 

was adapted from Larson (5). 

The channel data cases coded into the initialization routine have 

been changed to a simplified test case for use with the new surface 

heating routine based on Laevastu (4). 

3.2 RUN INSTRUCTION FOR AT MODEL 

The AT model was developed for operational use in a fixed area 

so all control variables have been compiled into the program rather 

than being supplied on control cards. The two modes that have been 

used during the project are the real data case and a channel case with 

cyclic boundaries. Although the real data case has the option of using 

static or variable boundaries, in the real data case the boundaries 

have been varied. In the channel case mode there have been several sets 

of data used, including both barotropic and baroclinic cases with and 

without latent and sensible heating. In both modes the step extended 

calculations have been optional. 

To define these different modes and cases the model employs the 

CDC UPDATE system, which allows temporary modification of a source deck 

through a correction deck. Unfortunately, this technique, while very 
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simple to use, is difficult to document in a way that is independent 

of a particular UPDATE program library. Instead of a card by card 

description of the UPDATE sets, the following sections provide check-

lists for the data that must be provided and functions that are re-

quired. 

3.~.1 Real Data Case Checklist 

Variables set in PROG3P 

Setting 

KIND=O 

IVAR=l 

DS=7.408E+4 

N=32 

M=47 

MODEL=1000 

ROT=180. 

NEND=36 

NTSTEP=12 

NBLOCK=3 

MAPHOUR=O, 72 , 6 

LETACC 
NSMUTT 
MSMUTT 
NELLIPT 
MELLIPT 

Meaning 

Real data case 

Variable boundaries (see input tape rules) 

Size of the Gulf of Alaska grid 

Number of rows in Gulf of Alaska grid 

Number of columns in Gulf of Alaska grid 

Model number used on HN tape to identify 
Gulf of Alaska grid 

Rotation of HN input grid. Used to com
pute wind direction. 

Length of forecast period in hours 

Number of time steps in the forecast interval 

Forecast interval in hours (see input tape 
rules) 

start printouts at time 0, printout at 6 
hour intervals until NEND or 72 hour have 
passed. (also see output tape rules). 

All must be set to appropriate values that 
are even multiples of NBLOCK to zero accu
mulated precipitation, to smooth the field 
and to check for ellipticity. 
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IBXT3-l 
or-O 

IEXT4-l 
or-O 

ITIME-O 
NTIME-O 

Option to include the vertical advection 
of vorticlty and divergence terms 

Option to include the twisting term in the 
vorticity equation 

Initial time on the HN tape in seconds 
Initial time for computation (matching 
ITIME) in hours 

variables set in INITIAL 

For the real data case no variables need be set in INITIAL unless 
.. 

th~ grid size is changed to l4.8l6E+4 meters. In this case the grid 

indices are modified before calls to INOUT and the number of grid 

points is reduced by the elimination of every other grid point. The 

reduced grid has been used for a number of tests during the project 

since it more closely matches the Atlantic grid size for which the 

model was developed. 

Input Tape Rules 

The two input tapes used for the project contain a single set 6f 

data for either the 1 June 1973 or 17 November 1973 cases and since 

they contain only relative times they could be used interchangeably by 

simply changing the tape assigned to logical unit 1. The relative time 

of the initial fields must match the time specified by ITIME. When 

variable boundary conditions are used the input tape must have fields in 

the proper sequence at 12 hour intervals. To have the proper calls 12 

must be an integer multiple of NBLOCK. 

Output Tape Rules 

The output tape is usec1 to store the wind components and is called 
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from within MAP3P. It is called each time the surface pressure field 

i8 printed when the first parameter in the call sequence to MAP3P is . 

equal to 2. The data are written directly on the tape if a tape is pre-

assigned to TAPE2. 

Land Elevation Table 

_ The land elevation table is read by routine INITIAL when it is 

entered for the real data case. The land elevation table has been 

read from a card deck where each card represents a row of the Gulf of 

Alaska grid and each column is a column in the grid. Punches in the 

land elevation table are the index to the surface pressure table 

STANPS, which gives the pressure for 0, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 

4,000 5,000 6,000 and 7,000 meters--the levels on the MONACO charts for 

the Gulf of Alaska. 

3.2.2 Channel Case Checklist 

Setting 

KIND=l 

DS=200km 
or 100 
km 

N-IS 

M=30 

MODEL=O 

Meaning 

Channel case 

The boundaries are not updated with real 
data. The channel is connected on the 
right-left ends. 

Grid sides used in experimental grids 

Number of rows 

Number of columns 

No input tape is used so the model number 
does not matter 
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'. 
ROT-O 

NEND=36 
or 72 

NTSTEP=l2 
NBLOCK=6 

MAPHOUR=O, 
72,6 

NSMUTT, 
MSMUTT= 72 , 0 , 0 

LETACC 
NELLIPT 
MELLIPT 

IEXT3=1 
or 0 

IEXT4=1 
or 0 

ITIME=O 
NTlME=O 

This does not matter if the winds are not 
computeq.. 

Length of forecast period in hours 

Number of time steps in the forecast 
interval and forecast period 

start printout at time o. Printout at 
6 hour intervals until NEND hours or 72 
hours have passed. 

In the channel cases no smoothing is used 

All must be set to even multiples of 
NBLOCK 

Option to include or exclude extended 
calculations 

Time counters should both be equal =0 
for the channel case start 

For the channel case all data are generated during the execution 

of routine INITIAL. The calls to routine GENCH are used to create the 

initial stream function and the calls to FILL are used to generate the 

surface pressure and temperature fields. 

Table 2 shows several test cases using the channel option that were 

used in conjunction with the optional extended calculations and heating. 

The dimensions of the i~ core arrays must be large enough to contain the 

M*N array. 
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Test Cases 1 2 3 4 
(Barotropic) (Baroc1inic 

2 wave) 

Variable 

UPS 30. 7. 5. ,5. O. ,3. ,4. ,6., 
5.,4.,3.,2., 
O. 

UPM 30. 20. 35. ,35. 0.,12.22,16.26, 
21.31,18.31,15.31 
12.12,8.92,0. 

UP1 30. 35. 50. ,50. 0.,"24.,32.,42., 
36. ,30. ,24. ,17. , 
O • 

PSIS O. • 2E7 
PSIM 5.4E8 5.144E8 
PSI! 9.2E8 9.04E8 

FIM 50. 60. 

BETA 1. 14542E-ll 16.E-12 1. 14S42E-ll 

NWAVE 1 2 0 
NU 1 2 9 
NX 1 1,4 0 
NY 0 1,1 0 
PSIC O. O. ,0. O. 
PSIS O. 1. 5E5, 1. 5E5 O. 
LAMC O. O. , O. O. 
LAMS O. -90.,-90. O. 

OS 200./100. 
M 30/60 
N 15/3C 
!DIM 450/1800 

IEXT3 0/1 
IEXT4 0/1 

Table 2. Specifications of channel test cases 
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3.3 DESCRIPTION OF ROUTINES 

The following routines are described in the order shown in the 

program organization, Figure 9. 

PROG3P 

This is the main program which contains most of the DATA state

ment& that control the functioning of the program. The program se

quence is to set initial constants, call INITIAL to read or generate the 

time 0 fields, convert the initial fields into the forms required by the 

computation, initialize and store initial fields in ECS fields and then 

loop for each forecast interval. within the forecast loop the fields are 

mixed with boundary values, smoothed, checked for ellipticity and printed. 

SHOVE 

This routine is used to impose the cyclic boundary on the channel 

computation. It is used when KIND=O. It moves the next to last column 

in the array to the first column, and the second column to the last 

column position. 

XMIT 

This routine is used to move data vectors and zero data .arrays 

within core. 

RANWT/RANRD 

Routine to link the program with an external storage device capable 

of storing the work arrays. Presently used to transmit to and read data 

from ECS. 

FIELD 

Debugging aid that prints the entire set 0~ incore work arrays FI-FlO. 
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Program INITIAL FILL 
ZINPUT 

PROG3P 

H GENCH 

COEFF3P 

--I INOUT I I IOERR J 
STREAM I 
STREAMN 

I QSAT I 

I ELLIPT 

BMOVE I UPTIME ---i GEOWIND I 
XMIT 

RANWT 
I I 

RANRD MAP3P I l MAP 

FIELD 

SNAP I STEP3P l STEPEXT I 

PRTMAX. 
PRTMAE 

ABSVOR PRTMX ~ 
RELVOR 

GRADPR 
JACOB 

~I PSIZ HELM I ··ZPSI 
A SMUT 

H HELMSXS 

H MIXB 

H COMPUV 

Y ZMOIST 

Figure 9. AT model call sequences 
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SNAP 

Debugging aid. Prints a lOxIa corner of the specified sequential 

set of the wOrk arrays Fl-FIO. 

PRTMAX/PRTMAE/PRTMX 

Routine to print an array with title, row and column numbers. The 

three entires provide. FI2.2, E12.6 and 112 formats for the array values. 

GRADPR/JACOB/PS1Z/ZPS1/ASMUT 

This routine combines a number of array to array mathematical 

processes. Entry GRADPR computes 'A·'B as a finite difference. 

GRADPR(I,J) = (A(I+I,J)-A(I,J»*(B(I+l,J)-B(I,J»+(A(I,J) 

-A(I-l,J»*(B(1,J)-B(1-l,J»+(A(I,J+l) 

-A(I,J»*(B(1,J+l)-B(I,J»+(A(I,J) 

-A(I,J-l»*(B(I,J)-B(I,J-I» 

Entry JACOB computes the Jacobian operator 
~ 

J(A,B) = «A(I+l,J)-A(I-I,J»*(B(I,J+l)-B(I,J-l» 

-«B(I+l,J)-B(1-l,J»*A(1,J+l)-A(I,J-l» 

Entry PSIZ converts heights to thicknesses. 

Entry ZPS1 converts thicknesses to heights. 

Entry ASMUT smooths the field 

INITIAL/ZINPUT 

This routine contains the portion of the initialization process not 

included in program PROG3P. The data statements in this subroutine are 

used to control the generation of "canned" channel cases or the reading of 



real data. 

In the real data case (KIND=l) the surface elevations are read 

and converted to pressures, the input tape is read and the vapor pres

sure is computed from the 850 rob dew point temperature. The MARK, MY 

and F arrays are created and selected data are printed. In the variable 

boun.ary cases (IVAR=l) the routine is re-entered through ZINPUT to 

read the boundary fields that are to be mixed with the forecast field. 

In the canned data case, the MARK, MY and F fields are computed and 

then routine GENCH is called to generate the height fields. Routine FILL 

is used to create the surface temperatue and pressure fields. 

FILL 

This routine is used to fill a selected part of an array with a 

value that is constant for each column and may vary with the row index by 

a constant interval. 

GENCH 

This routine is used to generate a 2 dimensional array containing a 

sine-cosine wave form. 

INOUT 

This routine is used to read and write the fields in or out to 

tape. The tape format used is described separately. The routine is 

called by INITIAL to read data and by GEOWIND to write the wind component 

tape. 

IOERR 

This routine is called by INOUT whenever a parity error or end of 
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file i. detected on input or output tapes. , 

COEFF3P 

This routine precomputes the simple variable constants used by 

STEP3P and STEPEXT. 

STREAMI/STREAMN 

~his routine rescales pressure fields by the constant g/f. 

gSAT 

computes the integrated mixing ratio at saturation given the mean 

temperature. 

ELLIPT 

Modifies the array so that the criterion of ellipticity is satis-

fied. 

UPTIME 

Increments the action time by the time interval and then sets the 

time to a large number if the new time is greater than the end time 

specified. 

MAP3P 

Retrieves desired fields from ECS and calls MAP to print the zebra 

grid points for selected fieelds. Also calls GEOWIND. 

GEOWIND 

Routine using Larson formula to compute wind components, speed and 

direction for use in the HN model • 

MAP 

Routine to make zebra pattern grid printouts. 
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STEP3P 

Main computation forecasting routine. 

STEP EXT 

Routin~ for extended terms 

RELVOR 

Computes relative and absolute vorticity terms 

HELMSYS 

Solves the couble set of Helmholz equations 

HELM 

Solves the single Helmholz equations 

MIXB 

Mixes the forecast field with the input fields on the outer 

three rows and columns. 

COMPUV 

Computes the heating effects from the sea surface temperature in 

the surface layer if the air temperature is colder than the sea. 

ZMOIST 

Routine to simulate sensible heating based on the sea surface 

temperature. It is the elevation in meters at which the wind or stream 

function representative of the wind is calculated, essentially the mid

point of the surface layer (= 750 rob) • 
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3.4 DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES 

A 

AB4 

ADIFF 

ALFA 

ALFAM 

ALFAPSI 

ANG 

ARG 

AX 

Al 

A2 

A3 

B 

BETA 

Bl 

B2 

B3 

A formal parameter array in GRADPR, 
XMIT, BMOVE 

Intermediate variable used in 
solving HELMSYS 

Diffusion coefficient for humidity 

OVerrelaxation coefficient 

OVerrelaxation coefficient used 
in HELM 

Not used 

Latitude in degress of a grid point 
used in GEOWIND 

Ratios of pressure level used in 
COEFF3P to compute the ALOG of the 
ratios 

Angle between pure geostrophic and 
surface wind vectors 

Used in computation of diver
gence, a l 

a
3 

Output array in XMIT 
Input array in GRADPR 

Constant used to compute Beta 
plane for channel case 

Used in computation of diver
gence, bl , 
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-1.3546 10 -3 

-0.0""4374 

"1.0475 10-3 

-1.6261 10-3 

-0.012258 



C 

CCI 

eC2 

CC3 

CC4 

CC5 

CF 

CK 

CLX 

CLY 

CO 

CONV 

COSI 

CP 

CX 

CY 

Cl 

Formal parameter used in GRADPR 
call sequence for result and work 
arrays. Constant in COMPUV 

l./TO 

e • L/R 

e • L/C 
P 

CC2·CC3 

DELl·DEL2 

Friction over land or over ocean 
=FCONT or FOCEAN 

Constant used in COMPUV 

Height of a print character on a 
CDC printer in meters 

width of a print character on a 
CDC printer in meters 

Cosine of geostr9phic wind 
vectors 

Convergence parameter used in 
ELLIPT 

Cosine of angle between geostroph
ic and surface wind vectors 

Specific heat at constant pressure 
C 

p 

Interpolation interval for com
puting values at zebra grid print 
position 

rnterpolation interval for com.
puting values at zebra grid print 
position 

2P 10 
c = m = 

1 2PO-Pl 17 

47 

.... 12 

.... 35 

= .00425 

= .00254 

= .43 

=1004. 

""0.588235 



C2 

C3 

C4 

C5 

C6 

C7 

C8 

o 

DELP 

DELT 

DELI 

DEL2 

DEW 

DIV 

DIVI 

DIV 2 

DEPS 

os 

c -2 

c ... 
3 

c = 4 

c = 
5 

C I: 

6 

C ... 
7 

C .. 
8 

2 (PO-Pm) 10 
~-

2PO- Pl 17 

6PO-4P
l 

6PO-3P
l 

6P
m

-2P
l 

6P
O

-3P
l 

8PO-8Pm 40 

6P
O

-3P
l 

= 51 

48 
= 51 

24 
=-

51 

8Pm 40 
~---= 6PO-3Pl 51 

PI 

2 
== 170 

Combined scaling constant in MAP 

~P used to compute rainfall 

Time step in seconds 
~tcNBLOCK'3600/NTSTEP 

a2 tolerance 

d2 tolerance 

Used in advection formula in 
COMPUV 

ECS storage array for divergence 
field 01 

ECS storage array for divergence 
field 02 

Time between fields being integ
rated = OELT'EPS 

Grid distance (meters) 

48 

-0.588235 

-0.941176 

-0.470588 

.. 0.784314 

... 0.784314 

.. 0.G588235 

-=0.0117647 

-=.0001 

"".001 



DSS 

DT 

ox 

OY 

O! 

E 

EC2 

EC3 

EE 

EM 

EPS 

EP 

El 

E2 

F 

FA 

FACT 

.5/0S used · in GEOWIND 

Time step in hours =OELT/3600. 

North-South dimension of a cell in 
meters represented by a print charac
ter in the zebra grid print 

East-west dimension of a zebra cell 
in meters 

Wind contraction factor 

Entry flag used in INITIAL to dis
tinguish between the initial entry and 
calls to ZINPUT 

l.=INITIAL entry 
O.=ZINPUT entry 

ECS address of forecast field to be 
mixed 

ECS address of boundary value field 
to be mixed 

E 

Coefficient for computing mean 
stream function, e 

m 

Number of time steps between fields 
in the time integration 

Coefficients for computing mean 
stream functions, e l 

Coriolis parameter field 
=~0·2.·SIN (lat degrees) 

Array contains data to be written 
on the output tape or array to be 
filled from data on the input tape. 

Time ratio used to mix boundary 
values into field at each '.:'ltegration 
step 
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-.622 

.. 0 

=.611 

"-1.3589 

=0 



FCONT 

FF 

FIM 

FLD 

FM 

FMY 

FOCEAN 

FORC 

FORCl 
FORC2 

FO 

FOFO 

FI-FlO 

G 

GOFO 

HEAT 

HL 

. HM3 

HUMl 

HUM2 

Friction coefficient over land 

In routine INITIAL latitude in 
degrees, Coriolis parameter at a 
grid point 

Mid-latitude of channel 

Surface pressure field given to 
GEOWIND 

Mean latitude Coriolis parameter 
used in computing Beta plane for 
channel case 

Friction coefficient over oceans 

20 array for the forcing function 

Formal parameters in HELMSYS 
routine representing forcing 
function arrays 

Radial velocity of the earth 

FO squared 

In core work arrays. All must be 
of equal size equal to 101M words 

Gravity 

ECS storage array for Heating 

L 

ECS storage array for the twisting 
terms for the mean field 

ECS storage array for humidity 
field 

ECS storage array for humidity 
field 
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-1. 

=.62 

=1.03E-4 

-9.806 

6 
-2.5.10 



H1 

H2 

H3 

H4 

H6 

Hl3 

H23 

IA 

IB 

IDAY 

IDIM 

101 
ID2 

IERR 

IEXT3 

R 
P 

h - -1n (.....Q.) 
1 4c p 

p m' 

h -
2fO 

(1 + 
0.75 R(pO-Pm) 

) 2 P cp(po+Pm) 
R ln (.-..2.) 

Pm 

ECS storage array for the twist
ing terms for the thickness field 1 

ECS storage array for the twist
ing terms for the thickness field 2 

Increment for array index for the 
array data is being taken from in 
XMIT 

Increment for array index for the 
array data is placed into in XMIT 

Day number 

True dimensional size of the arrays 

Two word ident used to find data on 
input tapes and to identify output 
records 

Index to tape messages in IOERR 
1=parity error on input 
2=eof input 
3=parity error on output 
4=eof output 

switch to include or exclude the 
vertical advection of vorticity, 
w a~ / ap, in forecasting equation 
O=exclude . 
l';'include 
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-0.495351.10-1 

-0.110953 0 10-5 

-0 

-6 
=1.03552·1Q 



IEXT4 

IFMT 

IMM 

100 

IP 

IPOINT 

IPP 

IQ 

I~C 

IS 

ISL 

IT 

ITIME 

ITY 

swith to include or exclude the 
twisting term ~n the forecast
ing equation 
o=exclude 
l=include 

Array used for variable format in 
PRTMAX 

Simple index = (l,n) 

Simple index to locate the two 
points before and following a grid 
point I in the row or column. Used 
in GEOWINO to compute the second or
der approximation to the gradient. 

Simple index = (I+l,J) 

Number of points that fail the 
criterion of ellipticity in ELLIPT 

Simple index = (M,n) 

Print value and then~ the position 
index in the zebra grid print row 

Number of records read from input 
tape 

Line spacing control in PRTMAX 
lHA no extra spacing 
lHO double space 

Index used to build LS table 

Time in seconds of the desired in
put field 

Time in seconds when reading or 
writing tapes. Time in hours dur
ing remainder of the program 

Type of field on tape 
-indicates field is to be read 
+indicates field is to be written 

ll=FNWC Sea temperature field T SEA 
l2=FNWC Pressure field 01000,0500 

or 0300 
l4=FNWC TP850 field 

8=U or V wind component 
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IVAR 

IW 

IWW 

Il 

12 

Il 
12 

· 13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
IlO 
III 

JJ 

Indicator for conotant or 
variable boundary conditions 
O=constant boundaries 
l=variable boundaries 

500 word buffer used to read and 
write tape 

The word that is presently being 
packed or unpacked for or from the 
tape buffer in INOUT 

In QSAT index to precomputed values 
of integrated mixing ratios in the 
range 1 to 71 from temperature in 
the range -20 to +50. 
InPROG3P =0 if no smoothing this time 

step 
=1 if smoothing is required 

In GRADPR=beginning point in array 
for storing smoothed 
values. Excludes first 
rows from computation. 

In PROG3P =0 if ellipticity is by
passed this time step 

~l if fields are modified 
to meet ellipticity cri
terion 

In GRADPR=~nd point in array for stor
ing smoothed values. Ex
cludes last row from com
putation 

Indicator for when zebra grids are 
to be printed O=no print, l=print 
Surface pressure (2=print and call GEOWIND) 
He ight for level p 
He ight for l evel P~ 
Thickness (p -Pl ) 
Lower vertic~l velocity wI 
Precipitabl e water 
Accumulated precipitation 
Relative humidity 
stream function for level Ps 
stream function for level Pm 
stream function for level P1 

Row number in PRTMAX 
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JK 

JMA 

JMI 

JMP 

J3 

J4 

·J12 

JS6 

J789 

KIND 

KT 

Kl 

K2 

K3 

K4 

KlO 

Kl1 

Kl2 

Kl3 

Index to flrst column being 
printed on the ·, page in PRTMAX 

Maximum row index for the page 

Minimum row index for the page 

Number of column being printed 
in this page of the zebra grid print 

ECS storage array for J3=~(~m'~1) 

ECS storage array for J4=~(~m'~2) 

ECS storage array for J 1+J2= 
~(~mtr;l) + ~(1I'1;62) 

ECS storage array for J S+J6= 
~(~m7Z;2) + .1(11'2,66) 

ECS storage array for J7.+J 8+J a 

.1 (II'm' 67) + .1 (lI'li 68 ) + ~(1I'2i69r 

Type of run flag 
l=canned data channel case 

(cyclic boundary conditions) 
O=rea1 data 

In STEP3P Index in the integra
,tion loop 

In MAP Array of print charac
ters used for the zebra 
print 

kl 
4 = c2 (c 2- '3) 

k2 = -c2c4 

k3 = c 2c7 

~4 = -c c 1 2 

k10 = 2t2c8 

kn = -2(t +t )c 378 

k12 = -t7cB 
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· .... -0.438291 

=-0.276816 

=-0.034602 

=-0.346020 

=-0.438294 

=;-0.276817 

=0.034602 

=-0.346021 



IU4 k14 - 2(t5-tS)CS --0.507498 

IUS klS .. -tscs "0.OS3045 

IU6 k16 ... 2t1c
S "0.016609' 

IU1 k17 .. 2 (t
4
-t

6
)c

S -0.005536 

IUS klS = -t6cS =-0.000692 

1<19 k19, = 2t2ca "'-0.43S293 

K20 k20 ,= 2t3cS =--0.346021 

K21 k21 = 2tl Cs =0.016609 

K22 k22 = -2 (t3+t7)c8 =-0.276817 

K23 k23 = 2(t5-t8 )c8 -=-0.507497 

K24 k24 " 2(t4,-t6 )c8 =0.005536 

K25 k25 = -t7cS =0.034602 

K26 k26 = -tscs =0.083045 

K27 k27 :: -t6cS =-0.000692 

K31 
t 10 

=0.411765 k =-
31 (PO-Pm) 

K32 k32 
tIl 

=0.588235 =- (PO-Pm) 

1-t 
K33 k = 9 ,pO.0117647 

33 (po~Pm) 

K36 k36 :::: 
t 10-t

13 
=-0.5S8235 

(Pm -Pl) 

K37 k37 = 
t ll-t14 

=-0.411765 
(Pm-P l ) 

K3S k38 = 
t 9-t

12 
=0.0117647 

(Pm -PI). 

LAMe Phase differences for the co-
sine functions (Ac) 
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LAMS 

LCM 

LEN 

LETACC 

LEV 

L 

LS 

LU 

M 

MAPHOUR 

Phase differences for the sine 
functions (As)' 

Address of ECS where array 
transfer starts 
Length of input output buffer in 
INOUT=500 words on COC 6000-7000 
series machine 

(1) Times when the accumulated pre
cipitation shall be interrupted in 
hours (multiple of NBLOCK) 
(2) End time after which no inter
ruption takes place 
(3) Time interval between interrup
tion (multiple of NBLOCK) 

Level in tape record header 
300 for 0300 
500 for 0500 
1000 for 01000 
o for all other fields 

Counter used in COMPUV indicating 
the number of times the routine has 
been entered 

ECS array contains the flag field 
. used by COMPUV 

Logical unit number for output tape 
in INOUT, for zebra grid prints in MAP 

Row dimension 

(1) Time when forecast is to be 
printed in hours (multiple of NBLOCK) 
(2) Time of last printout desired 
(3) Time interval between forecast 
printouts (multiple of NBLOCK) 
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MARK 

MAXNAME 

MELLIPT 

ME' 

MI 

ML 

MN 

MODEL 

MSMUTT 

Flag field used to control com
putations in the outside 3 rows and 
columns of the arrays defined as 
follows (origin of grid=lower left corner) : 

20 10 10 10 10 10 10 19 

14 -9 -8 -8 -8 -8 -7 6 

14 -9-10-10-10-10 -7 6 

14 -9-10 -1 -1-10 -7 6 

14 -9-10 -1 -1-10 -7 6 

14 -9-10-10-10-10 -7 6 

14 -9 ~6 -6 -6 -6 -7 6 

17 2 2 2 2 2 2 18 

Maximum number of words in matrix 
header line = 10 

(1) Time at which ellipticity cor
rection is to be made in hours 
(multiple of NBLOCK) 
(2) Time of last correction 
(3) Time interval between correc
tions (multiple of NBLOCK) 

Index to the first column being 
printed on the page in PRTMAX 

In FILL number of columns to be 
filled 

Index to last column being printed 
on the page in PRTMAX 

Number of elements used in the 
arrays=number of rows times number 
of columns 

Model number used when reading or 
writing tapes. Used to uniquely 
define the data tapes. 

Same as NSMUTT for a second time 
sequence except it cannot be used 
to control smoothing at time O. 
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MT 

MY 

Ml 

M2 

Ml2 

M24 

N 

NAMEl 

NBLOCK 

NC 

NCNT 

NCPW 

ND 

NELLIPT 

NEND 

. " 

UPTIME parameter 
(1) Time action desired (multiple 
of NBLOCK) 
(2) Last time action desired 
(3) Time interval between actions 
(mul tiple of NBLOCK) 

Map scale factor ~ 

Number of columns-I, m
l 

m2 

12 bit mask used to pack and un
pack tapes 

24 bit bask used in packing and 
unpacking takes 

Column dimension 

Page header word in SNAP and 
FIELD 

Header for the matrix printout 
NC characters in length I to 80 
characters long 

Forecast interval in hours (usual
ly 6) 

Number of characters in NAMEl header 
line 'l<NC<80 

Counter for the number of times 
SNAP has been called 

Number of characters per word=10 

NTSTEP+I Number of times the integ
ration loop is executed during one 
forecast computation 

Same as MELLIPT but used for a 
second time sequence 

End time for forecast in hours 
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NI 

NN 

NOP 

NSMUTT 

NTIME 

NTSTEP 

NU 

NW 

NWAVE 

NX 

NY 

Nl 

N2 

OFFSET 

PI 

PNIVM 

In FILL number of rows to be 
filled 

Number ~f print column avail
able for zebra print grid 

Number of pages required to 
print a matrix in PRTMAX 

(1) Time of the first smoothing, 
may be 0 if the initial fields 
are to be smoothed (in hours) 
(2) Last time for a smoothing 
operation 
(3) Time interval between smooth
ing operations 

Time in hours 

Number of time steps for an integ
ration interval 

Resolution of zonal wind speed 

Number of words being packed or unpacked 
in INOUT, in PRTMAX number of~ords in heading 

Number of waves 

Wave numbers as a function of 
channel length in X direction (nx) 

Wave numbers as a function of 
channel width in Y direction (ny) 

Number of rows-I, nl 

Constant added to input values from 
~ape after the values are scaled and 
subtracted from output values be
fore scaling 

Radians in 180 0 

Pressure level p 
m 
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=-532.92 

=3.141593 

=SOCB 



PNIVS 

PNIVl 

PM 

PMEAN 

PP 

PPM 

PQ 

PREC 

PS 

PSI 

PSIC 

PSIMl 

PSIM2 

PSIPM 

PSIPS 
... 

PSIPl 

PSIS 

PSIll 

Pressure level Po 

Pressure level Pl 

p Intermediate pressure level 
tWat divides the atmosphere in
to 2 layers 

.SoP +P 
m s 

I.ntermediate value used in 
STEP3P computations. Ratio of 
time step to grid size used in 
COMPUV 

Intermediate value used in 
STEP3P computation 

ECS storage array for accumu
lated precipitation 

ECS storage array for surface 
pressure field 

Result field 
'I' field 
Array being modified to satisfy the 
criterion of ellipticity in ELLIPT 

Amplitudes of the cosine functions 
('fc) 

ECS storage array for ~ at time 1 
m 

ECS storage array for 'I' at time 2 
m 

Pressure levels for channel case 

Amplitudes of the sine function 
('fs) 

ECS storage array for '1'1 at time 1 
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=3OCB 
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PSIl2 

PSI21 

PSI22 

PO 

Pl 

Q 

QD 

QZ 

R 

RESIDUE 

RESM . 

RESPSI 

RESSYS 

RESZ 

RMAX 

ROT 

RPD 

RW 

ECS storage array for '1'1 at time 

ECS storage array for '1'2 at time 

ECS storage array for '1'2 at time 

Po Lower pressure level near the 
surface of the earth 

Pl Upper pressure level near the 
tropopause 

Field to be printed 

2 

1 

2 

Resolution indicator for isolines 

Isoline corresponding to 000 on the 
printed grid 

Gas constant for air 

Formal parameter in HELMSYS=RESM 
Formal parameter in HELMSYS= 
RESSYS 

Allowed residual in the HELM routine 

Not used 

Allowed residual in the HELMSYS 
routine 

Not used 

Maximum residual rema1n1ng at the 
end of an iteration in HELM 

Grid rotation defined as counter 
clockwise angle from the North to 
the +Y axis in degrees 

Radians per degree. Constant used 
to convert to and from degrees 

Precomputed values mixing ratios at 
saturation 
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~100 CB 

.. 30 CB 

=287. 

5 =.5-10 

5 
=.5·10 



s 

SATUR 

SCALE 

SCM 

SI 

SIN1 

SSl 

SS2 

SS3 

STANPS 

SURPS 

STABl 

STAB2 

Sl 

S2 

TA 

Array to be printed in PRTMAX 
Vorticity term at one grid point 
in ABSVOR 

Saturation temperature 

Map scale factor for grid print 
(unit 10° m) 
Scale factor in INOUT = .01 for 
all input fields except for 
ITY=12 (0300, 0500, 01000) when 
the factor is .0001 

Beginning word of an array to be 
transferred to or from ECS 

sine of the geostrophic wind 
vector 

Sine of the angle between the geo-' 
strophic and surface wind vectors 

Coefficients for computing mean 
divergences 

Standard pressures at mean levels 
defined on Monoco charts. 

Standard atmospheric pressure at 
sea level 

the dry adiabatic lapse 
rate-lapse rate; assume 
r=.75 d 

Used in computations of diver
gence, sl 

ECS storage ar~ay for the air 
temperature 
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=E2-EM·Cl 

C-EM-CB 

-101.325 CB 

=;422222 
.... 511111 

=2B.230856 

"'10.645832 



TERM1 

TERM2 

TM 

TOL 

TS 

TWT 

TO 

TI 

T2 

T3 

T6 

T7 

T8. 

TIO 

TIl 

Tl2 

T13 

Values used in the computation 
of divergence 

Temperature in oK 

Tolerance 

ECS storage array for surface 
temperature in OK 

Air-sea temperature difference 

Conversion factor to convert from 
°C to Ke1vin=273. 

1 t=-
2 3 

(2p -3p -p ) (p -p ) I mOO m 

Pm (PO-Pm) 
t .. ~---''--=-

3 2PO-P1 

t .. 
6 

t = 7 

t11 

t12 

t 13 

PI 
c86 

PI 
-c2 6' 

= -c (p -P ) 10m 

PI 
= c8 2'" 

PI . 
= -c2 ""2 

=0.705882 

0::-18.627500 

=14.705900 

=0.0588235 

=-2.941175 

=-7.058825 

=-20.588250 

=-29.411750 

=0.176471 

=-8.823525 



T14 

U 
UKUA 

UKUW 

UPM 

UPS 

UP1 

v 

VKVW 

VI 

VM 

VOR 

VS 

VI 

V2 

WE' 

ZOnal wind speed 
Air temperature gradient in the 
U direction 

water temperature gradient in 
the U direction 

ZOnal wind profiles at the levels 
p , p and PI for the initial 
f~eld~ in the channel case 

In FILL value placed in the row 

Air temperature gradient in the 
V direction 

Water temperature gradient in 
the V direction 

In FILL value that the initial 
value is incremented by when in
crementing to next row 

ECS storage array for the veloc
ity potential for the mean field 

Tl or Z; field 

In FILL initial value to be placed 
in the row 

ECS storage array for the velocity 
potential for the thickness field 1 

~CS storage array for the velocity 
potential 'for the thickness field 2 

Weighting factor used to interpolate 
between boundary value fields in 
time 
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WGTl 
WGT2 
WGT3 

WI 

WJ 

WS 

WT 

wx 

XIX 

XP 

yp 

YZ 

Z 

ZD 

ZM 

Weights for mixing the boundary 
fields 
Outside row or column 
Next inner row or column 
Third row or column inside 
boundary 

Easterly component of wind vector 

Northerly component of wind, 
vector 

ECS sotrage array for w , the 
vertical velocity at th~ lower 
boundary 

Wind speed 

Adjustment of wave near rigid 
boundaries 
Boundary wx=o 
+1 row from the boundary, wx=O.33 
+2 rows from the boundary, 

wx=.64 
+3 or more rows from the boundary, 

wx=l. 

Row in index-l used to compute 
latitude in GEOWIND 

Midpoint in a zebra grid print 
position 

Midpoint in a zebra grid print 
position 

Midpoint in a zebra grid print 
position 

Formal parameter in STREAMl routine= 
~eight field 

Wind direction computed in GEOWIND 

Data array used to store precomputed 
values for ZMOIST 
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ZMl 

ZM2 

ZS 

Zl 

Z2 

Zll 

Zl2 

Z2l 

Z22 

Z fields stored in ECS for 
~undary mixing"" at times 1 
and 2 

Wind speed computed in 
GEOWIND 

Arrays used in HELMSYS 

Zl fields stored in ECS for 
bOundary mixing at times 1 
and 2 

Z2 fields stored inECS for 
bOundary mixing at times 1 
and 2 
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4. HYDRODYNAMICAL-NUMERICAL MODEL 

The Optimized HN model run instructions are contained in Bauer (1) 

and additional documentation of the model is in preparation for the 

Environmental Protection Agency, Corvallis Environmental Res~arch 

Laboratory so it is not repeated in this report. Figure 10 is an over

view'of the HN model program sequence showing where the AT n~del links in. 

The HN model requires a preprocessed initial grid contained on an HN 

format tape. This tape is prepared by a program on the NEPRF CDC 3100 

computer by phase I. The HN model reads the initial tape and the 

optional wind component tape generated by the ATANAL program from the 

water heights and and velocity fields. The output tape can then be 

processed by the display program Phase III which produces pen plots 

on CalComp plotters, by HNCNTR which produces contour plots of the 

fields on the NEPRF 3100 Varian plotter or by ADVECT which is a program 

to advect pollutants based on the velocity fields. 

4.1 SUMMARY OF CHANGES 

The HN model reported in (1) has undergone a number of revisions 

since the report was prepared. Most of the changes were to add capa

bilities to the model or to alter the boundary conditions that are 

treated in detail in the forthcoming EPA report. The only change made 

specifically for this project was the addition of the variable wind in

put option. This change was made using the CDC UPDATE system to re-

place the ' source program statements that converted the WIND card parameters 
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Grid cards 

Phase I 
3100 

HN Model 

6500 

Phase III 

3100 

HNCNTR 

3100 

Figure 10. HN program sequence 
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AT Model 

6500 

ATANAL 

6500 

ADVECT 

6500 



into constant· wind fields with a call to INPOUT to read the wind com

ponent fields, to add the c.apability to INPOUT to read a second 

tape, and to update the field each hour once it is turned on. The 

facilities of starting and ending the wind field were left under the 

control of the WIND card. 

4.2 'ADDITIONAL NOTES ON VARIABLE WIND DATA INPUT 

The wind component tape contains components of the wind expressed 

as force vectors relative to the HN model grid and does not require 

additional rotations. The start time and update times, grid size, and 

model number must all match those supplied to the phase I card ATANAL 

,programs or the records will. be bypassed by INPOUT routine. Normally 

the wind is not started in the HN model until at least 6 hours to avoid 

initial program shock which can cause the HN model to become numerically 

unstable. 
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